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BPLʼs third space
exploration mission will launch in late
August, 2009, hopefully. This project
will retrace the path of an expedition
that included the painter Thomas Moran
to the Yellowstone region in 1871, only
this time with three separate robotic
spacecraft. Mission objectives include
*a continuation of BPLʼs search for life
on Earth; *the examination of this
active volcanic region for a solution
to Americaʼs Dependence On Foreign Oil;
and *photographic analysis of the area
for determination of recommended tourist
behaviors. Given that the Panic of 1873
and the creation of the National Park
system were both directly affected by an
artistʼs actions, BPL Leadership decided
in this economic climate that a return
to the region may well be instructive,
especially when you consider how much
camping is going to get done this year.

---------------------------------At any rate, BPL is soliciting
funds for the project. Our Sincere
Unselfish Creative Kind Erudite
Reliable Supporter (SUCKERS)
program was designed for just this
purpose. Since BPL-002 was such an
overwhelming and surprising success
(we raised dozens of dollars for
our Outsourcing Mission To China),
we thought another scam might
work. As our supply of touriststyle paintings made in China with
American Outsourced Labor is all
but exhausted, we thought weʼd
offer a similar incentive for
this event. Genuine tourist-

style paintings executed by a
scout sent to the Yellowstone
region will be available in our

inimitable fake-genuine vernacular,
inspired by 19th century impulses,
if not skills. We will be happy
to offer these paintings to the

aerospace community, or any other
taker, with the understanding
that proceeds will be applied
to advancing the goals of BPL003. As always the paintings

come with overdetermined
packaging, needlessly complex
certification, collectible
cryptic statements, and
entreaties for escalated
donation. The price of these

unique but compact handicrafted
renderings is set at USD $150.00.
As a special incentive, a “PostRepublican Economy” lay-away plan
is available. A system of regular
remittances can be arranged on a
case-by-case basis. Barter will be
considered, but BPL is unable to
accept any more pets at this time.
******
BPL Further extends sponsorship
opportunities to the level of

Equipment and Experiments.

Because of the material and
intellectual complexities of this
project, and the estimated costs
of overcoming ʻunknow-howʼ
parameters, BPL management has
concluded that unprecedented

partnership ʻopportunitiesʼ
shall be offered. In exchange

for a financial, material, or
spiritual commitment to critical
Mission Elements (ME), BPL will
supply donors with the following:

*1) A ʻmicroinscriptionʼ

permanently deposited on the
equipment or housing of the Mission
Element or elements selected, and
employing whatever phraseology the
donor prefers, as long as its in
English (42 characters maximum);
*2) a ʻSculpturizedʼ test
article derived from the tortuous
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process of perfecting flight
ready equipment. The donor
will receive what would look
like a broken piece of crap
with wires hanging out of it,
were it not for the seductive
encapsulation and informative
card accompanying the artifact.
The item will come with a test

*1) The chance to launch the

indicating the donorʼs involvement
with the development of this
Mission Element. These items are
guaranteed to be unique, if not to
function; and
*3) one of the aforementioned
scout-produced art renderings with
its documentation and packaging.
The base cost of this level of
assistance is $500.00.
******
While theoretically there is no
limit to the amount of support
one could give, at some point our

around $20.00 a share. This stock
will never lose its value (see
details on certificate after you
buy it)!
*3) BPL is developing stereo
cameras for imaging the
Yellowstone environment.
Commemorative cards depicting
photographic observations from the
spacecraft will be offered along
with Deluxe stereo viewers for
$50.00.
*4) Cute yet moribund figurines

patrons might consider purchasing
one of the entire spacecraft for
eventual display in their second
home or jail cell. Also we are
not above ascribing naming rights,
and would be happy to jot something
on the side of, say, our balloon,
so that any nearby competing
private aircraft can be exposed
to this novel manifestation of
one individualʼs largess. Again,
non-monetary sponsorship will be
considered but not taken seriously.
******

arranged in a vaguely offensive
ʻtotem poleʼ will mark the occasion
at a rate of $35.00 a piece.
*5) Awesome models of the three
spacecraft, made by BPLʼs in-house
ʻprofessionalʼ model department,
will be $120.00 each. Specify
which vehicle you want when
ordering.
6) BPL ʻrecycledʼ mugs and t shirts
are also available at the BPL
ʻEther-Bodegaʼ, along with other
preposterous merchandise.
******
Click here to Sponsor the Mission,
or to start Acquiring

ICARUS balloon via remote control
through the Interweb will be
awarded in a Raffle. Anyone
foolhardy enough to purchase
anything from BPL during the period

report and documentation

between now and August 2009
will be automatically entered.
Everyone else pays $15 bucks.
*2)BPL Stock is selling for

wealthier or more corrupt

depicting the BPL - 003
Mission logo and mascots

Finally, there will be a
number of smaller items
available to quench the
acquisitive thirsts of
enthusiastic but bashful
aerospace consumers:
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A Solicitation From BPL To You For Participation In Our SUCKERS Program.
(Elements of this image may be 'Clicked' upon for more information)

BPL's third space exploration mission will
launch in late August, 2009, hopefully. This
project will retrace the path of an expedition
that included the painter Thomas Moran to the
Yellowstone region in 1871, only this time with
three separate robotic spacecraft. Mission
objectives include a continuation of BPL's
search for life on Earth, the examination of
this active volcanic region for a solution
to America's Dependence On Foreign
Oil, and photographic analysis of

ICARUS Nanosatellite.

Click Here to Continue...
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At any rate, BPL is soliciting funds for the project. Our Sincere Unselfish Creative
Kind Erudite Reliable Supporter (SUCKERS) program was designed for just this
purpose. Since BPL-002 was such an overwhelming and surprising success (we
raised dozens of dollars for our Outsourcing Mission To China), we thought another
scam might work. As our supply of tourist-style paintings made in China with
American Outsourced Labor is all but exhausted, we thought we’d offer a similar
incentive for this event. Genuine tourist-style paintings executed by a scout sent to
the Yellowstone region will be available in our inimitable fake-genuine vernacular,
inspired by 19th century impulses, if not skills. We will be happy to offer these
paintings to the aerospace community, or any other taker, with the understanding
that proceeds will be applied to advancing the goals of BPL-003. As always the
paintings come with overdetermined packaging, needlessly complex certification,
collectible cryptic statements, and entreaties for escalated donation. The price of
these unique but compact handicrafted renderings is set at USD $150.00. As a
Click Here to Continue...
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Order Form (click here to go to an interweb version):
Yes! I would LOVE to help make this VITAL project become a
REALITY! Please register me in the SUCKERS Program.
First Name___________________ Last Name______________Title______
Electronic or Otherwise Technical Address:________________________
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------I would like to (check all that apply):
Become a Foster-Manufacturer
Purchase Equipment
Donate to the project
weigh my options
------------------------------------------------------------------------------Please Indicate the piece of equipment you'd like to help
(you may choose from our list or just make something
up)_____________________________, and choose a level:
Cut out and
send this form,
(along with
your script to:
BPL
Sweepstakes
Brooklyn Navy
Yard, Building 280,
Suite 509, Unit 256, 63
Flushing Avenue, Brooklyn,
NY 11205

U.S.ofA.

Blue Collar_____Dollars
Grey Collar_____10's of $
White Collar____100's
Farmer Tan____I.O.U
Paper Collar____1,000's
Gold Collar____illions
of Dollars, Euros, or in
Toxic Assets (don't
forget to choose a
consonant!)

Earth.
Radio Station.
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